
 9    Have you been to (name of restaurant)?

Extra Questions Answers

▲

   Topic 16   Restaurants

 2    What’s your favorite ramen shop?

10   What do you think of tipping?

 5    What’s a restaurant you like that isn’t well-known?

 1    What’s your favorite sushi shop?

 4    Do you prefer to eat out or eat at home?

 6    What’s a restaurant that serves good desserts?

 8    How often do you eat out with your family?

7       What’s a restaurant that has an interesting
         atmosphere?

11

12

13

         How long are you willing to wait in line to go to
           a good restaurant?

         What’s a complaint you’ve made at a restaurant
           before?

         What’s a restaurant you want to go to but
           haven’t been to yet?

3       Do you prefer (name of family restaurant) or
         (name of family restaurant)?
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 9    What kind of food do you feed your pet?

Extra Questions Answers

▲

   Topic 17   Animals

 2    Which animals are you the most afraid of ?

 5    Do you think people should wear fur coats?

 1    Which zoo animals do you like the most?

 3    In what ways is man different from other animals?

 4    What’s your opinion of hunting?

 6    Have you ever visited a farm?

 8    What kind of pets do your neighbors have?

 7    Have you ever milked a cow?

10         Did you buy your pet, or did someone give it
           to you?

 11   Would you cry if your pet died?
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 9    Have you ever been to a flea market?

Extra Questions Answers

▲

   Topic 18   Shopping

 2    Do you enjoy trying on clothes?

 5    Do you sometimes buy presents for your friends?

 1    Do you like to go window shopping?

 3    Do you prefer 7-11 or Lawson?

 4    Do you usually go shopping for Valentine’s Day?

 6    Do you have a credit card?

 8    Where do you usually shop for food?

         What souvenirs would you bring back with you
           from the U.S.A.?

         If you won ¥100,000 to spend at any department
           store, what would you buy?

 7    Who do you usually go shopping with?

         What foreign city would you most want to go
           shopping in? Why?

12

11

10
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▲

   Topic 19   Health & Fitness

 6   Do you eat a lot of high fat foods?

 5    What unhealthy things do you eat or drink?

 4    How many times a day do you brush your teeth?

 3    How often do you go to the dentist?

Extra Questions

 1    What do you do for exercise?

Answers

 7   How often do you go on a diet?

 9   Are you often around people who are smoking?

  10   What age do you hope to live to?

 8   Is the water or air where you live polluted?

 2    Can you run 5 kilometers?
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▲

   Topic 20   Fashion

 6   Which is more important to you, style or comfort?

 5    What do you think of company uniforms?

 4    What clothing brands are your favorites?

 3    Do you like to get dressed up?

Extra Questions

 1    How often do you wear jeans?

Answers

 7   Are you going to buy a new coat this winter?

 9   Do you try to stay in fashion?

 2    Do you ever wear a hat or cap?

8       What’s out of style now that was in style just a
         few years ago?

10         Is your fashion sense original, or do you copy
           other people’s fashion?
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▲

   Topic 21   Travel

 6   Have you ever been to (name of place)?

 5    What’s a problem you’ve had while traveling?

Extra Questions

 1    What places have you visited outside Japan?

Answers

 7   Have you ever traveled by ship?

 9   Do you like your passport picture?

 2    What’s your favorite place in Japan?

 8   How often do you travel?

4       If you were going to Hokkaido in summer, would
         you rather camp or stay in a hotel?

10

3       What’s the most time you’ve spent traveling by
         air or train?
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 9    How often do you go to the library?

Extra Questions Answers

 2    Which paper do you read?

 5    How many books do you read a year?

 1    Have you read (name of book)?

 3    Are you a fast reader?

 4    Do you read a lot?

 8    What book have you read that made you cry?

 7    Do you ever read in bed?

10         What was the last book you read?
           What was it about?

▲

   Topic 22   Books, Magazines &
                    Newspapers

 11   Do you usually read on the train or bus?

 12   Have you ever read a book in English?

6       What kind of books and magazines do your
         parents read?
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 9    Do you have health insurance?

Extra Questions Answers

 11   How do you feel lately?
▲

   Topic 23   Sickness

 2    Are you afraid of getting cancer?

10   Do you often feel tired?

 5    When was the last time you had the flu/a cold?

 7    What makes you feel nauseous?

 1    What do you usually do to stop the hiccups?

 3    Have you ever had laryngitis?

 4    How often do you get the flu?

 6    When was the last time you went to the dentist?

 8    Do you trust doctors?

         Would you want to be a doctor or nurse?
           Why or why not?

         Have you or a family member ever had an
           operation?

         If you were terminally ill and brain dead, would
           you want to be put on life support?14

13

12
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▲

   Topic 24   Holidays

 6   How many New Year’s cards do you usually send?

 5    Which temple or shrine do you usually go to?

 4    Have you ever worn a kimono on New Year’s?

Extra Questions

 1     What’s your favorite New Year’s food?

Answers

 8   Do you ever give people Christmas cards?

10   What are some of your best holiday memories?

       How is Christmas in Japan different from other
         western countries?

        Do you usually spend time with your friends, or
         with your family on holidays?

2

3

7

9

       Do you usually make your own New Year’s food
         or buy it?

       Do you have a favorite place to see the first
         sunrise on New Year’s Day?
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▲

   Topic 25   Fears

 6   Do earthquakes terrify you?

 5    Are you afraid of foreigners?

 4    Are you afraid of birds?

Extra Questions

 1    Do you get scared easily?

Answers

 7   What will you do if there’s a big earthquake?

2       Which are scarier— cockroaches, spiders, or
         snakes?

 3    Are you afraid of the dark?

 8   Would you ever try skydiving?

 9   What’s a scary TV show you like?

10       What’s something you’ve done before to scare
         someone?
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▲

   Topic 26   Dating

 6   Would you like to date someone in this class?

 4    Are you a romantic person? In what ways?

Extra Questions Answers

 9   Are you the jealous type?

 2    What’s a good way to find a girl/boyfriend?

1

5

7

 10  What's the oldest you’d want your date to be?

       Do you think guys and girls should split the cost
         of dates?

       Which famous person would you like to go on
         a date with?

       What would you do if a very cute stranger asked
         you out?

       Would you prefer to go on a date alone or go on
         a double date?

3

8
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▲

   Topic 27   Marriage

 6   Would you ever live with your spouse’s parents?

 4    What do you want to wear at your wedding?

Extra Questions Answers

1

3

 10  Why do you think most couples get divorced?

       Would you marry someone you didn’t love for
         their money?

       Would you marry someone even if your parents
         disapproved of him/her?

       Which famous person has gotten married
         recently?

 7   What do you think of househusbands?

       Which famous person has gotten divorced
         recently?

       Do you think husbands should help with
         housework?

       Would you prefer to have a boy or girl child?
         Why?

2

5

8

9
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▲

   Topic 28   Beliefs

 6   Why do you believe in God/UFOs/etc.?

 4    Do you believe there is a heaven?

Extra Questions Answers

 9   Do you ever read your horoscope?

 2    Do you know anyone who has seen a ghost before?

 10  Have you ever seen a UFO?

       Did you use to believe in any imaginary thing
         when you were a child?

 1    Do you believe ghosts exist?

 3    Do you believe in reincarnation?

 5    Do you believe there is a Devil? What about hell?

 8   Are you superstitious?

7
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▲

   Topic 29   Crime

 4    Has your bicycle ever been stolen?

Extra Questions Answers

 2    Have you ever stolen an umbrella?

5

7

       Do you think the police do a good job of
         stopping crime?

 3    Have you ever seen anyone shoplifting?

6

 1    Have you ever driven over the speed limit?

 8    What crimes make you the most angry?

10

       Do you think the police should do more to
         stop prostitution?

       Do you think it should be illegal for a 19-year-old
         to buy cigarettes from a vending machine?

       What would you do if you found a bag on the
         street with ¥500,000 in it?

       How long should a person go to jail for robbing
         a bank?9
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▲

   Topic 30   Opinions

 4    What do you think of guys with moustaches?

Extra Questions Answers

 2    What do you think of fortune tellers?

3

7    How do you feel about cosmetic surgery?

8

         Who do you think is funnier, (name of comedian)
      or (name of comedian)?

       What do you think of women being in the
         military?

 1    What do you think of enka?

 5    Do you think sumo is interesting?

6

9

       Do you think there is too much sex and violence
         in comics?

       Do you think 19-year-olds should be allowed
         to drink?

       At what age do you think people should be
         allowed to get a driver's license?

10
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LISTENING IN DEPTH

▲

  1. Is Cari closer to her brother or her sisters?

  2. What are her sisters’ names?

  3. Does Lisa think Cari’s parents are old?

  4. How old is Cari’s great grandmother?

  5. Where were Cari’s parents raised?

  6. Where do they live now?

  7. Do her parents get along well with each other?

  8. How long is Cari’s mom’s hair?

  9. What color are Cari’s eyes?

10. Can Lisa’s father cook?

   Topic 1   Family

    Listening in Depth

(Lisa asks Cari)

▲

   Topic 2   Food

  1. Why does Carol hate Mexican food?

  2. Why does she like apples?

  3. Which does Carol like better, oranges or mangoes?

  4. At what age did she start cooking?

  5. Does she like to cook?

  6. What are three things she can make?

  7. Does Carol sometimes eat different things for breakfast?

  8. Why does she never skip breakfast?

  9. Why does Carol prefer going to the grocery store?

10. What kind of ethnic food did Cee enjoy in Washington, D.C.?

(Cee asks Carol)

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. Why does John usually get up late?

  2. What time does he usually finish work?

  3. How long does it take him to drive home?

  4. Why doesn’t he eat breakfast?

  5. Where does John usually eat dinner?

  6. How much does he usually pay for dinner?

  7. Where does John work?

  8. How much sleep does John usually get?

  9. How early does he usually get to places?

10. Why doesn’t he have a watch?

   Topic 3   Time (Dave asks John)

▲

   Topic 4   House & Home (Ray asks Matt)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth

  1. What did Matt say he can do at 2 a.m. in Waikiki?

  2. What is his roommate’s name?

  3. Where did he meet his roommate?

  4. What kind of apartment does Matt live in?

  5. Why is his apartment always noisy?

  6. Does Matt know his neighbors well?

  7. Can the Japanese couple who live next to him speak English well?

  8. Where did Matt live before living in Waikiki?

  9. How long did he live there?

10. What does Matt have to do before he moves again?
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▲

  1. What are three kinds of music Ray likes?

  2. What kind of music did he like in junior high school?

  3. Who sang the song “Take on Me?”

  4. What is the first thing Ray usually does when he gets home?

  5. What did Ray do last night?

  6. Who did he go out with last night?

  7. Why doesn’t Ray own a lot of CDs?

  8. What kind of CD did he buy recently?

  9. Was the Red Hot Chili Peppers concert he went to good?

10. What kind of musical instrument does Ray own?

   Topic 5   Music (Matt asks Ray)

▲

   Topic 6   Transportation (Lisa asks Cari)

    Listening in Depth

  1. How long does Cari usually wait for the bus?

  2. How much did the bus fare use to be?

  3. What kind of music does Cari usually listen to?

  4. How much longer does Cari’s travel time take during rush hour?

  5. What was wrong with the guy who threw up on the bus?

  6. Does Lisa like the bus drivers?

  7. When did Lisa get her driver’s license?

  8. What happened to Cari’s car?

  9. What kind of car does Cari’s mother have?

10. Why does Cari like the north shore of the island?

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. Which sports did Trevor play in high school?

  2. Does Matt like football?

  3. Does Trevor like soccer as much as he likes surfing?

  4. What did his high school soccer team win?

  5. What are the two seasons when his soccer team plays?

  6. Does Trevor exercise every day?

  7. What is Trevor’s job?

  8. When does he usually go swimming?

  9. What did Trevor say about sumo wrestlers?

10. What country is Trevor from?

   Topic 7   Sports (Matt asks Trevor)

▲
  1. What state does Katie live in?

  2. What city does she live in?

  3. What is her zip code?

  4. What is Carol’s shoe size?

  5. Is 80 degrees a hot, cold, or normal day where Katie lives?

  6. Is Carol tall?

  7. Does Carol wish she was taller?

  8. What’s Katie’s favorite TV channel?

  9. How much did Carol pay for her haircut?

10. Who pays for Katie’s car insurance and parking?

   Topic 8   Numbers (Carol asks Katie)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. How old is Cee?

  2. Why doesn’t Cee get to see Andrew very often?

  3. How far away did Cee live from Andrew?

  4. Where is Cee from?

  5. What is Andrew going to buy soon?

  6. Does Cee miss Andrew?

  7. What do Cee and Andrew often talk about together?

  8. Is Andrew a nerd?

  9. Are Cee and Andrew mostly the same or mostly different?

10. Does it bother Cee that they argue a lot?

   Topic 9   Best Friends

▲
  1. How old is Lisa’s daughter?

  2. Does she like the programs her daughter watches?

  3. What kind of shows did Cee’s sister use to watch?

  4. Why doesn’t Lisa like ‘Friends?’

  5. Why doesn’t she like cartoons anymore?

  6. Who is Bob Moore?

  7. Why does Lisa like him?

  8. Does Cee like Robin Williams?

  9. Which M & Ms character does Lisa prefer?

10. Why isn’t she going to watch TV tonight?

   Topic 10   TV

(Lisa asks Cee)

(Cee asks Lisa)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. What does Lisa do at the internet cafe?

  2. How long has her father owned a driver’s ed. school?

  3. What does Lisa’s mother do?

  4. Why can’t Lisa’s brother, John, work?

  5. How old is John?

  6. Did Lisa have a lot of money when she was growing up?

  7. Why did Lisa want to be a garbage woman?

  8. Does she still want to be a garbage woman?

  9. Why would Lisa rather be a police officer than a taxi driver?

10. If Lisa could have a lot of money without working at all, would she
still work?

   Topic 11   Work

▲

   Topic 12   Vacation

(Cee asks Lisa)

(Matt asks Ray)

    Listening in Depth

  1. Where did Ray fly from?

  2. Which amusement parks did he go to?

  3. Where was his friend’s house located?

  4. What kind of ethnic food did Ray and his friends have in Los Angeles?

  5. Was the food good?

  6. What kind of stuffed animal did his friend buy?

  7. Who did he buy this stuffed animal for?

  8. How much did the flight cost?

  9. Which amusement park had the best roller coasters?

10. Were the people nice in Los Angeles?

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. What’s Trevor’s major?

  2. Does Lisa like philosophy?

  3. Why does Trevor like Professor Sanders?

  4. What does Professor Sanders teach?

  5. Does Trevor sometimes feel guilty when he skips class?

  6. How much homework does Trevor try to do per day?

  7. How much homework does Lisa usually do?

  8. What clubs is Trevor thinking about joining next semester?

  9. Where does Trevor work?

10. What places does Trevor want to visit?

   Topic 13   School

▲
  1. What kind of movies does Carol enjoy at the theater?

  2. Why doesn’t she ever rent videos?

  3. Why does Carol prefer action to drama?

  4. Why doesn’t she like heavy drama documentaries?

  5. Why does Carol like Arnold Schwarzenegger?

  6. What is the movie, ‘A Home of Their Own’ about?

  7. What did Carol learn from the movie, ‘Down Periscope?’

  8. What kind of movie is ‘Down with Love?’

  9. Who is in the movie, ‘The Whole Ten Yards?’

10. How many times has Carol seen ‘Romancing the Stone?’

   Topic 14   Movies

(Lisa asks Trevor)

(Cee asks Carol)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. Why isn’t Cee saving money to buy anything?

  2. Do his parents help him with money sometimes?

  3. What kind of chocolate does Cee like?

  4. What kind of chocolate does Lisa like?

  5. Why doesn’t Cee spend very much money on the weekends?

  6. Where did Cee buy his two-dollar shirt?

  7. Does Cee use his credit card a lot?

  8. When does he use it?

  9. How much did his motorcycle cost?

10. What charity does Cee sometimes give money to?

   Topic 15   Money

▲
  1. How much are most dishes at the India Cafe?

  2. What kind of food does Mrs. Fong’s serve?

  3. Why did Cee go to Hard Rock Cafe?

  4. Where is Ono Pono?

  5. What kind of food does Ono Pono serve?

  6. What’s Cee’s favorite thing at Bogart’s Cafe?

  7. How much does it cost?

  8. About how much money did Cee spend when he went to Morton’s?

  9. Why did he go to such an expensive restaurant?

10. Who gets embarrassed when Cee’s grandfather talks loudly?

   Topic 16   Restaurants

(Lisa asks Cee)

(Lisa asks Cee)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. Why does Carol like ferrets?

  2. Does Carol still watch Bugs Bunny?

  3. What kind of animal is a rottweiler?

  4. Has Carol ever seen a bear in person?

  5. Where did she see wild boar, tigers, and elephants before?

  6. Where did Carol go horseback riding?

  7. What kind of snake did she have as a pet?

  8. When would Harvey coil himself around Carol’s leg and squeeze?

  9. Why would Carol like to have a mouse as a pet?

10. What kind of bird would she like to be?

   Topic 17   Animals

▲

   Topic 18   Shopping

(Cee asks Carol)

(Cari asks Lisa)

    Listening in Depth

  1. Does Lisa buy a lot of purses?

  2. What color was the little Prada bag that she bought?

  3. Is Ala Moana Shopping Center an indoor or an outdoor shopping mall?

  4. How much did the shoes that Lisa bought cost?

  5. What’s Lisa’s favorite outlet store at Waikele Outlet Shops?

  6. Do they have a Coach outlet store at Waikele?

  7. What kind of $500-dollar pants did Lisa buy?

  8. What did she try to do the day after she bought the pants?

  9. What kind of things does she buy that she doesn’t really need?

10. What kind of new car does she want to buy?

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. Why does Cee think he is healthy?

  2. What kind of exercise does he do?

  3. What kind of junk food does Cee sometimes eat?

  4. What kind of fruits are growing in Cee’s back yard?

  5. What kind of vitamins does he take?

  6. Was Cee always skinny?

  7. Why does he sometimes fast?

  8. Has Cee ever smoked before?

  9. What does Cee do to handle stress?

10. Why has he only been sleeping 4-5 hours a night lately?

   Topic 19   Health & Fitness

▲
  1. Why does Lisa think it’s important to be in fashion?

  2. Does she wear a lot of low-rise jeans?

  3. What are two designer brands that Cari likes?

  4. Which department store does Lisa often shop at?

  5. When does she usually get dressed up?

  6. What type of Nokia cell phone does Lisa have?

  7. Does she like her cell phone?

  8. What colors did Lisa use to dye her hair?

  9. Why doesn’t she wear earrings or necklaces very often?

10. Why wouldn’t Lisa ever get a nose ring?

   Topic 20   Fashion

(Carol asks Cee)

(Cari asks Lisa)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. What are 3 European countries Leilani has visited?

  2. What are 2 other countries she's been to?

  3. Why does she prefer to travel abroad?

  4. Why does it take her so long to pack?

  5. Why does she prefer to travel by plane?

  6. Why does she like to travel alone sometimes?

  7. What problem did she have once in New Zealand?

  8. Did she have to borrow money there?

  9. Where is Leilani planning to go for Spring Break?

10. Where is she planning to go over the summer?

   Topic 21   Travel

▲

(Jessica asks Leilani)

   Topic 22   Books, Magazines & Newspapers

  1. Why does Lisa like magazines?

  2. What kind of nonfiction does she like?

  3. How many different magazines does Lisa subscribe to?

  4. How much does each magazine cost?

  5. Does Lisa buy a lot of books?

  6. Did Lisa have a Bible when she was younger?

  7. Who wrote ‘The Cat in the Hat?’

  8. Does Lisa do the quizzes in Cosmopolitan?

  9. Why doesn’t she like comics?

10. Where does Lisa usually read the newspaper?

(Cee asks Lisa)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. What kind of sickness did Katie have two weeks ago?

  2. Why does she get a lot of headaches?

  3. What things is Carol allergic to?

  4. How long ago was Katie in the hospital?

  5. How long was she hospitalized?

  6. Why did Katie go to the doctor a few days ago?

  7. What’s the highest temperature Carol has ever had?

  8. Why did she have such a high temperature?

  9. Which part of Katie’s body got sunburned badly?

10. How did Katie break her arm?

   Topic 23   Sickness

▲
  1. Who did Carol send flowers to last Mother’s Day?

  2. What kind of Christmas tree does Carol always get?

  3. Who does she usually give Christmas presents to?

  4. Who gave Carol the trip to Ireland?

  5. How long did she stay in Ireland?

  6. Did she have a good time there?

  7. Who usually visits Carols ‘haunted apartment?’

  8. Who does she usually buy flowers for on Valentine’s Day?

  9. Who did Carol get valentines from last year?

10. What kind of problem did the homeless have that Carol helped?

   Topic 24   Holidays

(Carol asks Katie)

(Cee asks Carol)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. What insects does Carol dislike?

  2. Why do you think Carol is afraid of flying?

  3. Does she still fly?

  4. What kind of amusement park rides does she like?

  5. Does Carol like her dentist?

  6. Who wrote the story for the movie, ‘Gerald’s Game?’

  7. Did Carol have nightmares after watching the movie?

  8. Why did Carol’s plane crash?

  9. Where did her plane crash?

10. Why isn’t Carol afraid of speaking in public?

   Topic 25   Fears

▲
  1. Why does Trevor like going to the beach for dates?

  2. Why did he go to McDonald’s on his first date?

  3. Where is Trevor’s girlfriend from?

  4. How long has he been dating her?

  5. Why would Trevor prefer to go to an amusement park for a date?

  6. Does he like girls with short hair?

  7. Which is more important to Trevor, a nice personality or a nice smile?

  8. Would he think it’s okay if his date were 3 years older?

  9. Why does he think it’s a good idea for girls to ask guys out?

10. How was the blind date Trevor went on before?

   Topic 26   Dating

(Cee asks Carol)

(Matt asks Trevor)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. What is the latest Leilani wants to get married?

  2. How old is Leilani?

  3. Does she think it's wrong to live with someone before marriage?

  4. Has she ever lived with someone before marriage?

  5. What is the second most important quality for her future husband
to have?

  6. How many children does Leilani want to have?

  7. Who will most of the guests be at Leilani's wedding?

  8. Has she been to Tahiti before?

  9. How long have her parents been married?

10. Does Leilani think her parents will ever get divorced?

   Topic 27   Marriage (Jessica asks Leilani)

▲
  1. Where does Kodi think he will go after he dies?

  2. Does he think he will be a human in the next life?

  3. Why does Kodi believe in UFOs?

  4. Why doesn’t he believe in love at first sight?

  5. Which planet does Kodi think there’s life on?

  6. Why doesn’t he still believe in Santa Claus?

  7. Does Kodi believe that breaking a mirror is bad luck?

  8. Has he ever broken a mirror?

  9. Why are friends more important to him than family?

10. Does Kodi have a lot of good friends?

   Topic 28   Beliefs (Joanne asks Kodi)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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▲

  1. What kind of crime did Carol witness?

  2. What state did it happen in?

  3. Why wouldn’t Carol go to Israel now?

  4. What kind of ring was stolen from Carol before?

  5. Did she get it back after it was stolen?

  6. Did she buy a new one, to replace the stolen one?

  7. Does Carol sometimes drive over the speed limit?

  8. Where was Carol when the burglars were in her house?

  9. Would Carol ever intervene herself if a woman was being molested
on the train?

10. What was wrong with the man who set his car on fire at the airport?

   Topic 29   Crime

▲
  1. Does Jerome smoke?

  2. How long has he smoked?

  3. What kind of cigarettes does he smoke?

  4. How often does Jerome gamble?

  5. Why does he like his school?

  6. Is Jerome’s mother originally from the USA?

  7. Does Jerome have a cat?

  8. Does he like cats?

  9. How many posters of Brad Pitt does Jerome have in his room?

10. What’s Jerome’s favorite Jim Carrey movie?

   Topic 30   Opinions

(Cee asks Carol)

(Nick asks Jerome)

    Listening in Depth

    Listening in Depth
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